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Handling the "I" in "Origination"
Partner compensation from hours billed will be
governed in any firm by those metrics that define how
the firm views itself and how work is done for clients.
Such metrics could emphasize origination (percent of
new business that the partner brings in), total hours
worked, or hours assigned to other lawyers in the
firm (a traditional hallmark of rainmakers). Some of
these metrics will do more than others to increase,
not only the partner's compensation, but the firm's
revenue stream - which is, or should be, the ultimate
goal. Any firm that encourages lawyers to maximize
their individual compensation may have fast nearterm growth. But a willingness to approach
compensation as an institution makes for firm
longevity.
When rainmakers focus only on their own business
origination and client service, the idea is lost that
clients belong to the firm, not to a partner. Firms that
service major clients with teams (not just a single
rainmaker) can cross-sell between teams according to
a strategic plan, and can give clients a complete and
virtually seamless service package. Client billing is
simplified, and bonuses can go to those teams that
get results. Steps like these institutionalize client
billing, profitability and compensation. The firm
doesn't face sudden disaster when rainmaker partners
leave or retire - and clients are better served.
If clients place primary reliance on the firm, individual
lawyers are the beneficiaries as the firm itself
maintains relationships and generates new ones.
When the marketing function promotes the law firm,
even if a lawyer with special skills is the "product"
sold, it will most often be the law firm as an
institution that will be seen as the service provider in
the attorney-client relationship. Nothing is more
important to the future of law firms than removing
the issue of who actually serves the client from the
individual context alone, and placing it at the heart of
the service dynamic.

Following the worst economic crisis
since the Great Depression, and facing
a sea change in clients' demands and
expectations, law firms must respond
and adapt quickly and effectively. Law
firms must choose the kind of law
practice they will be; the marketing
and business development tactics they
will use; the overhead that is critical to
their functioning; how to price, bill and
collect for services; and how to
manage the cash flow cycle.
Success lies in identifying and
capturing the right kinds of clients,
providing the services those clients
need in ways that add value, and
ensuring prompt payment and the
ability to grow profits. This book,
based on the experiences of Ed and
his clients over 20 years of coaching
and consulting, provides the keys to
successfully thriving in the new era.
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Lawyers often want legal services to be seen as
unique because of the attorney-client relationship or
because of the special skill required to deal with the
challenge or because the client has some constraint
that only a few lawyers can accept. Yet, a service
approach that emphasizes the firm's entire range of
capabilities and value-added resources is the best way
both to serve clients and to create a more profitable
firm from which all firm members benefit. To use a
sports metaphor, athletic teams that have one or two
self-centered, freelancing stars may have a good
season (often followed by a collapse), while teams
with no stars, but great cooperative skills typically
stay at the top longer.

Personal Commentary
I've just talked with two legal industry "executive search"
recruiters. They have never been busier in the last 5 years!
That tells me that the economy is in recovery mode; that
lateral partners are still being pruned from large law firms;
that partners are getting tired of the politics in larger law
firms where they see no rational basis for decisions being
formed that may very well impact their economic future;
and that most law firms have yet to act as enterprises
rather than as hotels for sole practitioners. This further
suggests that while the economy has forced changes in law
firms, the sea change some discuss hasn't yet taken
place... and may never. As I've said before, we're in an
evolutionary, not revolutionary, mode. Write me with your
thoughts and experiences on this.
P.S. - Check out The 3-Dimensional Lawyer, which
discusses management, marketing and financial issues that

What Readers Are Saying...
"No matter how you slice it, there is no
substitute for wisdom and experience.
Ed Poll has demonstrated both in this
eyeopening book about the essential
elements of running a profitable law
practice. He provides practical wisdom
along with simple ways to adopt and
incorporate best practices for each.
After explaining the pros and cons of
every decision, he makes
recommendations and provides useful
guides disguised as key principles. Buy
the book so you too can access Ed's
wisdom and experience. It's worth much

challenge lawyers in today's world. Click here to learn
more and/or order this exciting new product.

more than the investment."
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